


The dream for Asia 

 

An Asia without borders is a place in which there are no barriers, no demarcation lines, language or cultural differences, or 

any limits to trading or doing business. The most important barrier to erase is the difference in currencies.  

 

Asia has the largest land mass in the world and with population of 4.5 billion it accounts for two-thirds of the global 

population. Asia is known for the richness, diversity and antiquity of its cultures.  

 

The 19th century was the birth of  the industrial revolution in the United Kingdom and the era of the European powers.  

The 21st century, the time of the present, has seen a seismic shift of global influence and power from the West to the 

East.  And this is only going to continue. 

Message from Omanee 



The Internet and the potential of Asia 

 

The Internet is one of the greatest inventions of the human race. It’s todays equivalent of the 19th centuries Industrial 

Revolution.  It's affected every aspect of human society and achieved globalization leading to what is called 'Industrial 

Revolution 3.0 and 4.0’. The creation of blockchain has even further revolutionized the advancement in technology, 

especially for everyday-life applications. Blockchain is leading a world-changing revolution like the Internet did. 

 

The Internet of Thing (IoT) links everything we do in our lives using the Internet. It combines distributed backup 

solutions - decentralized (Blockchain) with all digital devices inter-connected to any location, any movement, any 

activity or any change in our surroundings. 

The world is forming new cities - smart cities, ones to equip us for our future living.  

Asian nations are at the forefront of this movement. They need to address the very real threats to our continued 

existence from climate change, global warming, natural resources such as clean water, food, flora & fauna and 

depleting fossil fuels which we depend on for our energy needs.  

The solution: smart / eco-friendly city projects. 



The Internet and the potential of Asia (continued) 
 
 
The rise of Asia over the last 50 - 70 years and into the 21st century is the foundation and motivation for the 'Asia without 
border strategy’ driven by OMANEE.  This strategy is to bring Asian countries the very best in knowledge and experience. 
 
The dream is not a far-fetched one given OMANEE's ability to take advantage of the fruits of the digital technology 
revolution to create applications connecting digital communities and smart users. 
 
OMANEE takes on challenges to grow. Globalizing is the only route for OMANEE's development, striving to become a 
global conglomerate. That's the reason why we'll create OmaCities in Singapore, Hongkong, Dubai, Seoul, Tokyo, 
Shanghai, Mumbai or any other urban areas in the Asia - Pacific region. 
 
OmaCity is a wise choice for your ideal living environment where you can connect and interact as a true 4.0 citizen of Asia, 
regardless of which country or city you reside. 
 
The Internet of Things and Smart City forms the OmaCity; where the operation's run with a sharing formation - Omarea 
(Sharing Property). In a near future, when you're a part of OmaCity, whichever country you are from, you will be able to 
connect to this global network and make what now seems impossible, possible. 



 

Working towards an Asian-covered corporation 
 

 

Asia is a dynamic and appealing area for both Asian and non-Asian investors. The potential for great growth potential 

attracts many enterprises to invest in this region.  This raises the demand for money exchanges and banking services. 

OMANEE is well equipped for business dealings to merge or trade with firms of technology, markets, and services in its 

quest to globalizing Asia in 2020. 

 

In its strategy, OMANEE will expand in its technology projects, to create breakthroughs in changing people's method of 

payment and trading so that such exchanges will be cashless ones; these new movements will, in turn, boost 

Omanee's competitiveness, assisting in its globalization and conquering of the Asian market, and ultimately the global 

one. 

 

 

OMANEE - MAKE THE IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE 



VISIONS – MISSIONS - VALUES 

“To be a trustworthy partner for customers and a reputable leading firm in Asia for Finance 

Technology and Management ” 

“The future belongs to Asia. 

  An Asia without borders”  

“Technology is a connection platform that creates new value for customers. 

Developing Citizens and Smart Cities” 

MISSIONS 

VISIONS 

VALUE 



VALUE 

 We do the right thing  

We act with integrity and put our clients first and equal. 

 

 We think for the long term  

We engage in thoughtful decision making and believe that investment excellence should drive our decisions. 

 

 We work together to achieve common goals 

We show respect and humility towards each other and our clients. We believe in creating a supportive work environment that fosters 

teamwork, collegiality, and effective communication. 

 

 We strive for excellence  

We make the extra effort, practice continuous improvement, and stay flexible to adapt to changing circumstances. 

 

 We are committed to employees 

We foster an environment that provides flexibility and opportunity for study, growth and sustainability. 

 

 



OBJECTIVES 

 To provide investors with solutions to achieve their long-term financial goals. 

 

 For OMANEE to expand and upgrade its foundation in the Asia-Pacific market, to offer valuable opportunities and knowledge 

foundation to investors.  

 To bring values of finance, technology and blockchain applications to the community, the service segment and enterprises. 

 

 Increase the value of investment through the Omanee‟s investing strategy built on its core values and business principles 

 

 Omanee offers its employees a challenging working environment enabling experiences and skills to self-build a person‟s career path. 

 

 Omanee makes wise, strategic decisions to benefit its clients through investment in the smartest and most efficient way. 

 

 The right strategies in place for clients and communities that encourage an increase in wealth beyond an ordinary financial plan. 



THE FUTURE LIES IN ASIA 

ASIA PACIFIC COUNTRIES 

 Becoming the leaders in the global economy 

 Account for over 60 percent of the global population 
and land area.  

 Maintaining a high rate of GDP growth, abundant 
financial resources and growing regional economic 
co-operation. 

 Maintaining stable economic growth amidst a rapid 
change in population mix. 

 

ASIA WITHOUT BORDERS 

 Borderless currency and payment. 

 Global, digital orientated citizens and smart cities. 

 „Flat‟ world: despite the differences in nationalities, languages, 
cultures, and religions, the world is connected  thanks to 
technology advances like AI, Big Data, Blockchain, IoT, etc. 



STRUCTURE 

TARGET MARKET: ASIA - PACIFIC 

THE TREND: SHARED ECONOMY - TECHNOLOGY 
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BLOCKCHAIN 

FINANCE 
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Cashless Payment 

Trading: the environment for currency exchange and 

transferring in a cashless foundation of NEEBANK 

Crypto currencies are becoming a force to be reckoned with in the financial market 

NEENOTE - the new platform for payment and trading for digital assets - crypto assets - 

global digital banks. 

 

Issuing NEE - a cryptocurrency 

NEE is a coin used in the OMANEE ecosystem 

NEE is traded on NEEX - Cryptocurrency exchange. 

NEE is applied in the financial ecosystem NEEBANK - the digital bank 

NEE is the platform for the issuance of new tokens on NEECHAIN - an ecosystem of 

blockchain  

 

TOTAL:  10,973,936,895 NEE 

 Algorithm: X11 - coin mining (POS, POW) and smart contracts 



Leading – Connection the world 

 A research and development center for applied technology in Finance & Investment 

 Strengths: Big Data, Internet of Thing, Blockchain, AI, AR, VR 

 Blockchain One Touch (BOT): a payment solution with blockchain foundation 

 Mobile applications and KYC 

Develop Teams: INDIA, INDONESIA, VIETNAM, BANGLADESH, PHILIPPINE 

Data Centre: DUBAI & SINGAPORE 



Creative for tomorrow 

Develop Team: INDIA, PHILIPPINE, SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, THAILAND, VIETNAM 

Office: DUBAI, INDIA, SINGAPORE, PHILIPPINE, KOREA, HONGKONG,… 

The revolutionary achievements of science & technology in Information Technology, 

broadcasting, television and Internet create a global booming era of information.  

Multimedia is a hot trend. 

 

NEEDIA develops its own communication channels: 

  NplusTV:  a channel specialising in Asian Finance 

 Nplus Production (Production House): providing advertising - designing services 

 Nplus Marcom: Marketing and Promotion and an event planner in different countries 

 Nplus Biz: a magazine for startups - business in Asia 



Ecosystem Blockchain 

SMART CONTRACT: 

partners can issue token in a simple, user-friendly, secured, safe and exact way. 

“Just like the case of Internet, Blockchain changes the world of the 21st century” 

 

Blockchain ecosystem includes applications for third-party businesses and partners who 

want to develop their products using Blockchain. 

 

The foundation of NEECHAIN: 

 Create Big Data for digital asset verification. 

 Using blockchain to simplify the process for businesses 

 Securing and keeping personal information confidentially shared (KYC global customers) 



Trading, Exchanging Digital Currencies 

NEEX - increase the level of monetary freedom 

 

NEEX -  the first crypto asset exchange in the world for digital assets such as: crypto assets, stocks, shares, 

crypto currencies and Token. 

 

 Issue digital share (Token ) 

 Support in selling IEO to raise fund for startups 

 Exchange and trade currencies and crypto currencies, digital assets and vice versa 

 Convenient and smart transactions 

 High-level of safety and confidentiality 

 Flexible trading platform 

 A platform for free-of-charge international money transfer - remittance services  

 

 



Digital Bank of the world 

Objectives:an online-only digital bank, no offline offices  

Agent:  global partners play the roles of ATMs and mobile branches 

 

Digital banking solution with Blockchain and shared economy model 

Realizing the vision of a „Cashless world’ payment model 

 

 Products: Trading, exchange and deposit various types of tokens , cryptocurrencies, national 

currencies, and digital assets 

 Solution:  being operational every time, every where, Speed - Simplicity - Confidentiality - 

Safety - Precision 

 Advantages: simply connected over the Internet, easy to operate and more convenient 

 Benefits: appealing features, competitive interest rates in comparison with conventional banks. 

With NEEBANK - the new digital bank, the banking transactions become optimal, more convenient 

and beneficial to its users and the society in general. 



COMMUNITY INVESTOR 

ECOSYTEM 

RETAIL CHAIN 

BUSINESS REAL EASTE 

HOTEL & RESORT 

SMART CITY FUNDING 

TRAVEL 

GAMNING 

LOAN 

ENTREPRENEURS 

REVENUE 



Asian venture capital fund 

An ecosystem for startups: together with NEETEK, NEEDIA, Oma 

Capital is creating an ideal environment with appealing capital 

resources for startups in Asia. 

With an ecosystem of startups, Oma Capital does business in most Asian countries with a vast community of 

consumers. 

 

Oma Capital is a funding resource for the development of startups in Technology, Finance and Community 

Support. 

Oma Capital is creating a business - startup forum for Asia.  



Development Investment 

Objective: NEEX - the crypto asset exchange - combined with Oma Investment will become one of the 

biggest financial markets in the region in 3 - 5 years.  

OMANEE Corporation expects to grow. 

 

INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Oma Investment is a Mutual Fund in a multitude of fields in the Asia Pacific region. 

Oma Investment is the prioritized segment of OMANEE Corporation, an enterprise with abundant 

capital investing in potential businesses: Real Estates, Hotel & Resorts, Casino, Leasing buildings, etc. 

 

Asia is one of the most lucrative markets for retails, e-commerce and F&B which are also Oma 

Capital’s focus of investing, acquisition and franchising. 



Smart City 

OMACITY - A technology and affiliate city throughout Asia 

Living - Working - Development environment for citizens in the 

period of 2030-2050 

4.0 Smart Cities is an technology integrated model with all buildings and activities monitored and operated using technology. 

Technology creates an environment with smart services - smart management - smart living, connecting people easily. 

 

OMA CITY uses the IoT - Internet of Things, together with software solutions, UI - User Identity and telecommunications to connect 

and manage the whole city. 

 

OMA CITY’s mission is to optimize the city‟s functions, boost economic growth, and improve its citizens‟ living standard through 

the use of smart tech and database analysis. 

 

OMA CITY includes three factors: effective infrastructure, stable development and friendly environment. 

 

=> Applying information technology and telecommunication ensures the citizens‟ living quality, progress and conveniences. 



Global Digital Community 

OMA NITY – Connecting – Networking - Developing 

The global digital community 

OMA NITY is a project developing the network among the Asia-Pacific community. 

 A citizen becomes digitized using ECOTOUCH, a one-touch trading application. 

 ECOGO, a one-touch ecosystem. 

 ECOSHARE, a sharing ecosystem. 

 The global iMerchant community uses applications with Blockchain foundation. 

 

=>  It boosts the co-operation among a community and the constant expansion to connect individual economies in a 

global value chain, which benefits contributing parties and the stable growth of Asia - Pacific region. 

 



A global one-touch trading application 

 An integrating app with different features which allow individuals and firms to perform different activities at the same time via digital 

gadgets (Smartphone, GPS, Face, Security, Card, Code, etc..) 

 Working on BOT - Blockchain One Touch foundation: transactions are safe, transparent and secured  

 Assist users in storing and sharing personal information safely and quickly with absolute confidentiality and transparency 
 

EcoTouch benefits its users with many features such as: 

 EcoID:  Incorporated personal information in a singular ID - the only one being used and shared in Blockchain; the profile will be 

verified at the time of registry. 

 KYC – Global user identity 

 Ecopay: The e-wallet to register Eco, the internal points of Ecoworld, and currently available cryptocurrencies such as BTC, ETH, 

USDT. At the same time, Ecoworld plans to cooperate with 3rd parties (banks) to enable deposit / withdrawing transactions via 

blockchain wallet. 

 Account security using Blockchain 

 In connection with social media, enterprises, firms, e-commerce, banks, trading, and social networks 

 EcoShare: a global network of cross-selling allows the community to sell, purchase and pay for everything with appealing refund - 

point accumulation system 

 Incorporated services such as: shopping, dining, airline tickets, tours, cinema tickets, topup, etc. 



 One-touch ecosystem 

 EcoGo is an application developed on blockchain platform (NEECHAIN) 

 Businesses can apply it to the process of managing, organizing, and optimizing business processes; with EcoGo, 

businesses can also exchange services 

 Businesses: Customer management 

 Shopping: Sales - Deal 

 Administration: Managing citizen IDs instead of 

personal IDs 

 Transportation: One Tap automatic payment system for 

vehicles 

 Smart City (OMA City) 

EcoGo appeals to clients with many features such as 

 Automated ticketing and check-in system (Go Ticket) 

 Patients' medical record management  (Go Hospital) 

 School (Go School) 

 Staff management (Go Work) 

 Parking lots, automated parking management 

 Building - City: Check-in and out 

 Movie theater: Ticketing and check-in 

 



A foundation for digital share issuing for businesses all over the world 

OMA BIZ – AN ECOSYTEM FOR BUSINESSES  

 

This is a foundation model for the businesses to issue their share digitally. It supports small-scale firms with low capital. Oma Biz 

assists businesses in evaluating a business‟ financial health, getting listed on the stock exchange and issue digital shares to raise 

fund. 

 

 

Oma Biz develops and exchanges using Blockchain foundation (NEECHAIN) and is supported by NEEX, an exchange, with its 

technology ecosystem - NEENOTE; it‟s easy for businesses to issue Digital Shares and raise fund globally with no limits. 

 

THE BENEFITS OF “DIGITAL SHARES” MODEL 

 It‟s easy for enterprises to issue shares and raise fund (in comparison with complicating procedure of listing on a stock market). 

 The model allows global fund-raising with a wide spread of investors: individuals, firms, communities, etc.. 

 There‟s also the support of NEEBANK with which there‟s no taxation, laws, financial, currency barriers. 

 The issued shares are traded in a fast and flexible way on NEEX, an exchange; and these shares can also be used in trading 

on the ecosystems of ECOTOUCH & ECOGO. 

 



Share Property 4.0 

OMAREA exploits the future value of real estate properties to their fullest. 

 

OMAREA (Share Property) is a new model using blockchain in connecting, sharing products like: leasing, purchasing or ownership, etc.. 

to enable owners to exploit the future value of the property. 

 

OMAREA takes advantage of Blockchain to alter the market by digitizing transactions, cutting time and cost for users, and raising the 

transparency, safety for transactions. 

 

 To increase the liquidity and encourage the traditional real estate market to develop and overcome barriers of delayed transactions, 

legal formalities, and the like. 

 There‟s no requirement for high or low level of initial capital. 

 There‟s no currency or regional limits. 

 It creates a chance for traditional real estate market to raise fund from all around the world.  

 It becomes easy for people to approach and perform transactions with each other without an intermediary. 

 It helps encode real estate properties into tokens which are easier for trading and investing. 



A smart digital service to connect global consumers 

OMAIN -  a smart virtual assistant 

 

 OMAIN (OMA INTELLIGENCE) is an AI developing project which assists in consulting and 

connecting global consumers via an application. 

 

 OMAIN is installed on mobile and digital devices. 

 

 OMAIN - a solution for consumers - cashback from your own purchase 

 

 OMAIN - a smart investment solution using digital applications 

 

 OMAIN - a smart solution to deal with ID cards / passports 



PLAN & ROADMAP 

PHASE 1 

2018-2020 

PHASE 2 

2021-2023 

PHASE 3 

2023-2030 

PHASE 4 

2030-2050 

Kick-off 

OMANEE on a 

global scale and 

develop the 

technology 

foundation 

 

Develop the 

digital business 

ecosystem and 

start to launch 

applications 

Develop digital 

communities 

and smart cities 

Develop an 

ideal living 

environment for 

global citizens 

PLAN 

Key Success:  

 Blockchain & Sharing 

Economy. 

 Incorporate technology 

foundations and create 

P2P (Sharing economy) - 

community linking apps. 



PLAN & ROADMAP 

ROADMAP 

2020 

2022 

2023 

2030 

11/2020 
05/2021 

12/2021 

12/2022 

Launching NEEBANK in 

DUBAI NEEBANK officially 

operates 

Launching NEETEK - 

NEEX in India 

Launching 

OMACAPITAL & 

OMAINVESTMENT, 

introduce 

OMACITY  
Launching 

OMACITY in Sri 

Lanka, India 

Developing 

OMACITY in 

Asian countries 

Developing OMA 

Capital & 

Investment in 

Asia - Pacific 

countries 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

A motivated person passionate about communication, the beauty of 

knowledge and the power of working with bright minds.  

  

Nis has a big interest in Marketing Communication, which brings him many 

different prospects to expand  knowledge about the future direction of 

business and social trends through experiences from Australia to Southeast 

Asia. with a big aim is to bring a cross-cultural perspective n insights in 

local business values. 

  

Strongly believe bravery brings innovation and creation. The bravery to 

break from tradition and convention. To be outstanding 

  

 "STRONG MIND, STRONG HEART" 

Mr. BUI NIS 
CEO 

Mr. PAUL JANETZKI 
Chief Financial Officer 

Paul who hails from Melbourne Australia, holds a Bachelor of Business, a 

Masters in Taxation and is a Certified Practising Accountant.   

 

He has over 30 years experience in the business world with a specialty in 

taxation and financing arrangements. He has provided advice on 

arrangements to large corporates on complex Cross-Border Structured 

Financing and Corporate Debt Financing, and also to sophisticated 

individuals on various Financial Products and Investments available in the 

market place.   

 

In many of his day to day dealings Paul dealt with senior executives of 

International Banks & Financial Institutions and the Corporate Treasuries of 

Multi-national companies.  Paul has in the past been a speaker for the OECD 

at their Outreach Programs in China and Korea on taxation and financing 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Gary holds a Bachelor of Engineering and has over 6 years of experience 

in the area of marketing, web development, ecommerce, entrepreneurship 

and engineering & design. 

 

His strengths lie in web development, conceptualize of prototype, data 

analysis, interpretation and innovative problem solving. 

 

Gary has a strong understanding consumer’s behavior and has dedicated 

time and effort to really analyze, test, compare, and improve every aspect of 

the process. He is inspired by the opportunities AI and IOT are contributing 

to growth by promoting greater revenue, reduce costs, predictive analysis 

and enhance risk management in modern society. 

Mr. GARRY CHUA 
Chief Marketing Officer 

A strong mind-set businesswoman with years of experiences in the field of 

Business Development and expertise. A passionate, steadfast characters, 

Thy is whom likes challenges and willing to learn from colleagues in fast-

pace marketplace.  

 

“A trainer with steel spirit and a loving heart to accompanies with 

team toward the goal.” 

Mrs. THY NG 
Business Consulting Director 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

San’s passion about hospitality and tourism management with the experiences in 

sales and marketing of retail forged him into a motivated, career driven team player. 

His outstanding performances in academic and professional life helped him to become 

a great team player and a team leader.  

 

San’s years of experience in Hospitality and Retail in both South-Asia and Australia 

helped him to achieve many goals. He shows his leadership and management 

qualities by leading teams to the great success in every task he was given and often 

he introduce new innovative and creative methods to overcome the difficulties in his 

and his teams path.  

 

San is a reliable and punctual team player who would welcome the opportunity to 

further develop his skills in the industry and he is a strong believer of “best way of 

learning is, putting it in to action”. 

 

“ IF NOT TODAY, THEN NEVER” 

 

ISURU SAN VITHANAGE 
Marketing Communication Director 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Felipe has personality from those who always aim high. After 

conquering his academic research in construction engineering, 

Felipe has increasingly built deep experience in structural 

engineering in Brazil and Middle East.  

 

Through recent project management studies in Australia and Asia 

Pacific, this brings a goal of making any project a highly successful 

way and also improve  the worldwide range of any business. 

 

Mr. FELIPE STOCKER 
Civil Engineering Projects Manager 

Sakshi believes in learning and experiences and never settling down for less. 

There’s learning in every step and that’s what Sakshi’s aim is to learn the spectrum 

of life, enhancing her knowledge and try to share it with wherever in the world she 

goes. Sakshi is always striving for challenges and creating positivity around 

because what has been achieved out of being negative anyway? Only despair. 

 

Good Pharmaceutical based industrial knowledge. Excellent time management 

skills and attention to details with an ability to understand dynamic business 

circumstances. Strong analytical skills, critical thinking and in-house ERP based 

software knowledge and MYOB. Can be accounted on for problem solving 

techniques and precision. 

 

 

SAKSHI WADHWA 
Finance Manager 



CONTACT  

SINGAPORE: No. 13-11, 10 Anson Road, International 

Plaza, Singapore 079903 

UAE: Nassima Tower, 04th floor, Sheikh Zayed road, Dubai 

INDIA: No.1304 ,13floor , Lodha Supremus, Opposite World Tower, 
Lower Parel West, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400013. 
 

w w w . O m a n e e . c o m . s g  

http://www.omanee.sg/

